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ABSTRACT

With the rapid development of high energy, cohevent, monochromatic
laser sources foreseen, the interaction phenomenon between two such sources
is of fundamental importance. This work attempts to treat the above
interaction by the use of the Lagrangian for a strong electromagnetic
field. The quantum mechanical effect of the scattering between plane light
waves is simulated within the framework of classical theory under the
assumption of an effective non linear interaction between the light waves.
The scattered fields are solved for, and expressions are obtained for,
the scattered power.

rdS U.M

La misc au point dans un proche avenir de lasers haute finergie
A lumi~re monochromatique et cohfirente, rend tras importante l'fitude des
phfinomanes d'irnteraction entre dciii faisceawc 6mis par ces lasers. Cet
article essaie d'interprfier cette interaction, en faisant'appel au
lagrangien d'un champ glectromagn~tique fort. L'hypothase d'une interaction
efficace non linfiaire entre des ondes lunineuses planes permet de simuler
lea effete quantiques dn leur diffusion dana le cadre de l'Alectromagngtisme
classique. Les fiquations des chaiaps diffus~es mont rfisolues pour obtenir
l'expression de la puissance dif'fusfe.
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INTRODUCTION

Heisenberg and Euler [1] and Weisskoff [2] have shown that
cla•sical electromagnetism becomes a non linear theory due to the possibility
of pair creation. The non linearity results in a correction to the classical
Lagrangian L = 1/2 (E2 -B 2 ), which results in non linear Maxwell equations.
Thus, electrSmagnetic fields interact with one another and the effective
scattered field-; may be evaluated.

In this work, the Lagrangian in the strong field limit is used
to discuss the scattering between two focussed plane waves. With the
development of highly powerful sources it might become possible in the
near future to generate intense electromagnetic fields and thus provide
concrete experimental evidence for the interaction of the waveF. Optical
lasers show promise of such development. The energies in the visible
range are much lower than the electron rest energy mc2 , and the quasi-
static approximation can be used throughout. In such an energy limit,
the radiation cannot see the structure of the interaction and using some
of the results of earlier papers in quantum electrodynamics [3], the
interaction Lagrangian can be added to the classical Lagrangian density.
It is well known [4) that the ratio of the non linear term L, in the
Lagrangian to its classical value L increases logarithmically for fields
gieater than the critical field. H8 nce it was concluded that a semi
classical approach along the lines of McKenna and Platzman [5] may be
reasonably appropriate to investigate the non linear effects in the s t rong
field limit. It is shown that the non linear Lagrangian gives rise to
a fluctuating current and that the charge density, unlike the case in
the weak field limit [4], vanishes.

The fields F (E, B) are assumed to be slowly varying and satisfy
the conditions

h VI<II;h IIFI<<I• (I)

around the optical range of the spectrum. Slowly varying fields as is
known cannot create real electron-positron pairs in practice unless there
is pair productimn by a large number of soft photons which is not considered
in the present problem.

The non linear electrodynamic effects can be described with the
aid of a field dependent dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability
vacuum which are obtained from the electric displacement D and the magnetic
induction H.
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The non linear source terms are introduced into the extended
Maxwell equations. The scattered fields are obtained by solution of the
reduced wave equations in terms of integrals over the derivatives of the
current distributions. The variables are evaluated in the retarded time.
Estimates are made for the changes in the dielectric constant and the
magnetic permeability. It is also observed that the phase velocity can
be greater than the velocity of light in vacuum. The expression for the
scattered power is derived as is the ratio of the power in the scattered
field to that in the incident field. The system of units in which
Kh = c = 1 is used unless otherwise specified.

Non Linear Maxwell Equations in the Intense Field Limit

in order to formulate the problem at hand i.e., the interaction
of two electromagnetic waves, we must use non linear, in contrast to the
generally used linear Maxwell equations. Thus, the Lagrangian density cannot
be a quadratic function of the fields and therefore differs from
L = 1/2 (E2 -B2).

0

The Lagrangian for any arbitrarily strong electromagnetic field
which satisfies the conditions given in (1) is given by Akhiezer and
Berestetsky [4].

L= e2  [ dn e-T'F (EB) Cos n V EV - + 2iE*B*+
1 8. Cosn V E*' B*' 2iE*B*-

Cos fnlE*' B*' 2iE*B* m4 1 2 (B (-E2

Cos rWE#' B - 2EB + (2

This Lagrangian was originally derived by Euler and Heisenberg [1], and
is a function of the two independent variables E2 -B2 . We differ from
the notation of Akhiezer and Berestetsky [4] in that we use B instead of H.

In the case of weak fields, L1 reduces to

2 (e2 '2  i 2 )2  21L= 1  - (E2-B) + 7(EB) +- ------- (3)

e?Swhere a= is the fine structure constant, in the mass of the electron

and E and B are the electric and magnetic fields. This Lagrangian was
used by quite a few authors to study the non linear interaction between
electromagnetic fields in vacuum. The Maxwell equations that result from
such a choice of the Lagrangian are non linear and describe well the inter-
action of low energy photons. kcKenna and Platzman [5] have used these
equations to derive the counting rate for the scattering by light in the
presence of classical static fields and a semiclassical approach to derive
the cross section for the scattering of light by light in the absence of
external fields which was already derived quantum mechanically (6].
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For the case of strong electric and magnetic fields

"eE >>I and B* = eB>> (4)

with polarization such that E*B* 0 and the La:rangian L is given by:1

L, = i Ln Fcr!t- + terms in m, e (5)
1 6,r , crit~

The terms independent of E and B are neglected. F .i is the critical
field strength and is given by F . = m2 /e. L igrit obtained from the
original Euler-Heisenberg Lagran 1• [2] for thb case when E2 -B2 is small 0.
In the case of either zero electric or magnetic fields, L again reduces
to (4). 1

ctB2  [B2
L - Ln 0for E = o

1 1211 crit

~ n /F 2  for B = o (6)
S 121; crit]

For the case of the initial fields being the sum of the fields due to two
plane waves, L in equation (5) corresponds to the case when the polariz-
ations of the 1plane waves e , 2 are parallel to each other.

1 2

In the case of perpendicular polarizations, the situation is reversed;
E -B2 = 0 and E.B i3 large when the intensities are large. The Lagrangian
in tLis case is obtained from (2) and is given by:

L _a E BLn 2E / (7)2 F

Equations (6) and (7) contrast strongly from (3) for the weak field case. -

The electric displacement D and the magnetic induction H are determined
from the equations!

DL aD= L ;H= - (8)

where L = L + L for perpendicular polarization. Hence, direct different-
iation gives 2

Dim E. a +i rl1 Ln [4C B p2 ) H• •E (9a)
6X icr
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H B B + F (Er -B B2 /F 2-6Bi (9b)
161L critj 6W

for the parallel polarization case, and

DB i + 4n E.B EI = 2E. 6 (a)
1 1 211 1? 2"q

D E 2 icritE

H = B + 2- E. I +Ln E.B B. + .L6B (l0b)Hi =i 2* F 2. 2
crit

Equations (9) and (10) differ strongly from each other as well
as from the expressions for D and H in the weak field case, which for
arbitrary polarization states are:

2 _B)
t = + 1 0.- [2C(E2B2)• + 7 (E.B)i' (lla)

4.5I. m'•

+ 1 12(E- B2)" 7 (E. B)t] (11b)
45%t M 4

4. -+
and D and H are related to and i by the following relationships.

Di = EikEk (i2a)
i ikk

Hi = Bk/i (12b)

Our notation in (12) differs again from that of Akhiezer and Berestetsky
ý4] an4 conforms wi h tha of Adler [71 who. has derived oxvressions for
D and H instead of O andM a5 was done by Akhiezer and Berestetsky [4].

A comparison of equations (9) and (12) shows that

. Cl Lx FE2~B1 i£i =0.~i -1 -., 0 LnL F72 t (13a)

ik 6a I F i

E? -13)
Ili ik~l -JL /FPik = ik{ . . ncritj

whereas comparing (12) and (10) gives

B1'ik ~ E-k{ " A. i ( nE'B/ 7

i __ __ L. I 2 (14a)

2w E
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ik ik' 2I" 1 + Ln (E. t (14b)2F rit)

in the limit of strong field intensities. For two pl.ane waves with

polarization vectors parallel to each other, E2_B2-0 ard for

01a Ln (E 2-B 2)1 - . = -_._2 1
67 6 r crit)

i.e. n (E2-B2)/F

t( B iJ/

we have F. =W' = 0 in (13) (15b)

Sk

For (1Sb) to hold, the fields have to be almost infinite, which
is also true in the case of perpendicular polarizations and is an almost
improbable physical situation.

In the weak field limit

c 6 + 1 2(E 2-B2)6. + 7B.Bk (16a)
k k 45'r m4 'k

lkik + 1 2(L- 2 ) 7 (16b)
A 457r M4  i ~

An extended set of Maxwell's equations occur due to the inclusion of non
linear terms and are of the form

V x E = -• (17)

V x H = -• (18)

V D =o (19)

.V " o (20)

& McKenna and Platzman [5] have shown that no scattering takes
place between photons travelling in the same direction. For ci[ 2, the
extended sot of Maxwell's equations can be written as

............
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V X E -(21)at

V X .•-- 4 " -al/ (22)

V E - 4Wp (-a/ 6 (23)

-0 4.

V" B a o (24)

and for l rE2 as:

V x E = - (25)

V x is - 2 + 4 J (a/ (26)
at2

V E = 4 rp('a/ (27)

V B X o (28)

where

- V 6E (29a)
4w

+ 4 4

= 1-V x 6B (29b)41T (at J
+ The non linea.r terms are thereforo included in two source terns P

and J. Since the non linear terms in the Lagrangian L1 and L, are << L ,

it i3 convenient and appropriate to use a power series expansion in 0

(-a/ ) and (a/ 2 ) to discuss the effects of scattering.

Therefore the series of expansion in the case of parallel
polarizations is,

+ +4

E- E - ot/6WEf + (30a)

B B - .4. I/
0 -- 6 fBf (b)

I
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and for perpendicular polarization

E - E * a/2 1T Ef + (31a)

B = B 0Ž + + B ..... (31b)

Sand i are solutions of equations (24) and (28) with the source
terms p a o and 2 2 o and these are specified in the next section as the
initial fields.

The fields • and 9 are the so utions of the Maxwell's equations
(21) to (28) when p 0 o = , Bo) anda a • 0 B( 0 ) and satisfy
the wave equations.

2f d Tt F4 0 ((,t) + rt) (32a)

and V21f - v (a X31 (32b)

They can be solved by the use of Green's functions and are given
by (8).

•'f 1k=, tl= I Ii==YP3(• ,t'R-') - a- ' t--j d3 r'/R (33a)

Efr ~ -tDdr'/ R (33b)

Where R - Ir -- r- 1 , t * t - R is the retarded time and d3r' is
the source volume element. In the far field approximation, IrT>iand

R r. - rr - r (34)

THE INITIAL FIELDS

We assume that the initial fields which generate the source
terms are a sum of two fields with propagation vectors in opposite directions
to each other. In essence we consider the scattering of two electromagnetic
fields in the strong field limit. The two impinging waves produce a
standing wave pattern which in turn generatelthe non linear sources.

The initial fields polarize the vacuum and generate a fluctuating
current whichagain produces the scattered fields Ef and 8f. The initial
fields are represented as

Eo --F7•i cos(%Xt- ki-ol+F2 c C CS '(3S&)

Boe -Fjx cos(wlt-K r )+F2  P x2co(Zto Sb)
V X 2 CO (40 k2- i.- ,1 4 Co
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where F1 and F2 are real and in the centre of mass system of the two laser

beams we have

W1 Mik1 I o 2 . 1 k2 I; V1 -k1 /1I--V 2-- k/1 k21  (36)

The real expressions for the initial fields are due to the fact
that they appear non linearly in the expressions for the scattered fields.
c. care the unit polarization vectors such that

it I .E I-k;.E2-o (37)

due to the transversality conditions. For beams of equal intensity F1 -F 2,

as is assumed in the present problem. Thus, the initial fields are completely
specified. It is also reasonable to assume that the initial fields are
plane (5, 9 )though at the focal point this is not exactly true.

The source terms are now obtained from (29) since the initial
fields are known from (35). We find that -o and J is proportional to
the amplitude of the initial field unlike the case of the weak fields as
will be shown in the following section.

THE NON LINEAR SOURCE TERMS AND THE SCATTERED FIELDS

Assuming that the propagation vectors of the two incident beams
are along the z axis in opposite directions to each other, we can compute
the non linear source tirms and derive expressions for the scattered fields.
From equations (31) and (32) we have for the parallel polarization case

P wV6 V .(t Li t 22 2
4; ln(EB i4]

FI 22
T [V. (i-,(co21±cos# 2 )( 1+ Jn4 FI/Fcri•OS•icos* 2 )} (38)

vanishes due to (37) umlike the problem for weak fields.

2:-2 F 101 C (cos~itan#24cos#2tan# 1)] (39)
4 w

where 01,42 in the C.M system are given by

#I. wlt-kr. w1 (t-z) (40)

02., (2t-k2. i. W1 (t+Z)

Sis therefore in the opposite direction to that of tbe incident
fields. For the perpendicular polarizaton case,

+ L- (1. -B/ 2  0 (41)
40 Fcrit J"



due to the transversality conditions and
IFIWI It j-•I tan02Cosfj i 2aICosý2•'-- • [iX -tn.Cs • 2tan• o. 2 ](42)

41

-- PJ is in a direction different from that of the electric and magnetic fields
in the case of perpendicular polarizations. Equations (39)and (42) show

also that the current is fluctuating in space-time and is proportional to
the intensity of the field, unlike the problem for weak fields.

Using the expression for J and appropriate time and space
derivatives, the scattered fields can be obtained from equation (33) by
integration over the source volume. The cross sectional area of the beam
(A) is assumed to be small X2 . We further assume that the interaction-of
the two beams is over a length L= ?-3 A. Use is made of the approximation
that the source can therefore be considered to be almost linear and along
the direction of the incident beam as shown in Figure 1. In the calculation
of the scattered electric field the term

(r',,t-R) f Jr(r',t-R) andat at

R r

W~~r-t-R) 32
J rat R dr, - - _ _ -rlcYB) dx'dy'dz'.

2
~ ata

S--• r[f i-t (r1,t-R) dx'dy'dz' - JiX41(r',t-R)dx'dy'dz' (43)

The retarded time (t-R) can be approximated as
t2 2 )z

:*~t ' r'J- t- (r +-~r-2r-rt •
• t~~~ret =f .r

•:'ia =t-r (1+ .1 2_ Z ,)]. t-r(1l.2; r ) -.

-r• f t-r (I - .r') =t- f+-t-rl _t--r-4z' Cosr (.r>>:r') (44) •

r

Where 0' is the anglebetween the field vector* and f. since the source
is almost along the Z direction. The integrand is now independent of the

variable X' and Y', the integration over which give the cross sectional
"area A of tho cylindrical source. Hence

-,/, t rI,t-R) di e A 6.o atJdZ-1' )dZ

t I t o
V R 0

Aa 2  t dZ1 xaL( tz ?at ) (45)

4r Mtat IVI) j

.. - . 70
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The first integral ixr (45) is evaluated first for the two polarizations.
For parallel polarization

Lr
+= f 2 E hi LE 2B )/2 ] dzt (46)

Il~ J ±21e 0 Cr'0/

where e =E 0(Z',t )e and 'Ztret

for 0' I

a-Edz' .- FI~w £o (Cl COS*1 +COS+2) dz'

2 4.L 1L 1
W 1 (COSO -1) 0 ta1 (C~OSO +1) J

F - Fw 1 i l 1i~l-,r (Cose- l)L)-SIn(Wjt-ajr)}

Cose'-1
+ -2 {Sin(yt-lr~w1 (Cos e'+ 1)L-Sin(Tt-W 1r)}]

C036'+ 1lo

- W I1V 2COS(W It-W Ir +W1(CoOSLl)L Sin w (Cosel)OL

F~2 2

(CosOt-1

+ c.2Cos (k~t-(ýzw (Cos~l1)L)Si-iiw1 (CosG'I+)L
2 2 17

(C03s0' +1)

Further,

'3 2Ein {(E2_B2  2L

2 2 ~'F 2 rit % '"-FwrX

(4F 2cosý OO 2Cose G' .. L SW (COSS-l)Ia2
F~ri Cos$1 o$/i 01 -1 1 V~I~o - -W'1

1:0



Cos2k Z dz' I 2 Cos4. Sin4 L~ Siný L i

CsCosý 2  2 Cosý -1) n2
2 Cos'~ o

2 2 L L
Sin$ 2 n(4F Cosý 1Cosý 2)/F *it -(CosO'-l)sin -(Cose'+l 

2

Cose'+1 Cose'-l

2 1 Siqý*a2 Cos2k z' dz' +2Cosf Sin*/ 1 o Cos 2
---- 1 2..O1

~ tCos4' 2  (48

Thus summing up (47) and (48) will give I. Also for perpendicular
polarization, L '

L L

Co* o +2  4 tan.2 cosflj - Siný (2+ln4F 2/F 2t Cos.1Cos4

-taný,Cos 02  0 (49)
also0

2 L~-

-lSin* 1 (4tln(2F 2 /FcritCOO lcoo )+

LL

2'e++Sc2 -2 Seioý cose +1 + 2 tan. 2 o~ Cos 01 +1I Coe'-

L
Coya +2 (Cos el 4-,) Sin*2 Cos4, oe~l1a

Cos*1tan*2 ~~ ~ Co ____ ____ j__Cos e-l Cos1-0 CO 4

Cosldz, 2' x

-. Cos(Y-IP . 2 tanhii---e'- Cos ý2tan #,I+

Co W A-+0 0
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L 0
2 £2 1-1iSinol Coso -LCose-1  fL C dz'

Cos0,+ 1 C040 1  Cos±i" w at 2  Co 1

(50)

and finally

S x l Bdz - -F 2 2 i xe2 l2 Sino) (141n (EB/F2 )+tan0 2

C054 1k I X 2 12SinO2 ('+ In 4- t" tn 1 Cosf 2 rl
0o4 FZ2 2CyTit A ~ (1

Thus, using equations (47) to (51), E can be evaluated for parallel
polarizations forG"'oand is given by

. A F W F 12 2 +
4f - 1 11 el (CoS -1) SiO1(34 ln (4F1 Cost ~r ClCos4 2 /Fcrit)~

L L
22 CCOSk z•"

Seci 2 !I - Co ÷ *Z'
Cose- 0 Cost+, W Cost (Cos+'l)

{~sO-I2 ( C2sC2 2 I2'
(ln(4F, /F2  Sec os

Sec02 (•it-C•lr) }ri I-531C

Cose +1
10

cose'-l 1 a: Cos2K1 z dz
Cose'-l _W `aýt 4 O*

(S2)

These integrals are more conveniently evaluated in the calculations for the
emission power dun to the scattered fields which involve an integration
over time. For el-~ o, i.e. along the axis of propagation,

Ef(Tlt) -A F w L CO (Wt..C+nF2 os(w t-w11r)

Sec 2(W 1t-W 1r) )(53)

Equation (53) shows that due to scattering, the irýIident wave, r 1 COS

(W t .Wlr) is modulated by a kernel function K (r, t) given by

2 4l gF2 Csw _l) 2 rt_02*
K(t,t) ALAO f+f F Cswt-r/ (ut-w~r

I, (54)
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The forward scattering can be interpreted as causing a change in the
dielectric constant of vacuum. Similarly, the electric field for
perpendicular polarization can also be evaluated and is given by

Efu A F W xc~ (Sin(Wit-wir-260)-Sin~wit-wir)) x(S+ln2Fi/Frit -2/61 264wr L 0

+66o)- Sin(wit-wjl+26o) (ln Cos (wit-wj1 +26o)+3
Cosz (Wlt-a%1 72 26o)

+26 1 - Sin(wlt-wl.) (ln Cos 2 (wit-w-r) 3

Fzli COsz (wi1t-j r)

L L
+21 Clr - 6oýl a 2  2 dz -vixe., Sin(wit-crit 66W t C0S. 2

w1r+ 26o) - Sin (Wlt-WIr)) (5+lnF / F2 2/6o66o)+Sin(wjt=r+26o)

(lnCos 2 (wlt-w•r+ 2 6o)+ 3 +2 6oln 1• Cos2(wit-wlr+26]

Cosz(wlt'wlr+2 6°) Fcrit

-Sin(wjt-wjr) (lnCos2(wjt-wjr)+3 +6j~ý OS(l-i
Cos z

4
(lt-Ctr) rit C tjl

0

L.I+ 2 24 •
-

2 Cos dz1  (SS)

Where .6o= (Cosef-l)wL/2

For el= 0

crit Cos 2 ( t-w1,

SL Sin (wIt-wir) lnL2Cos (it-wlr)/F2rt]+I (56)

McKenna and Platzman (5), have shown that in the weak field limit, for the
initial field as the sum of two plane waves, no scattering other than
forward scattering wo4d have been described unlike the case for strong
fields. The scattered fields contain terms proportional to the interaction
length. Also from equations (13) and (14) we have for the phaise velocity V ,

77"

- . , . . . . .. .. ...
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v - ,i" 1

and from equation (13), for Fj= 102 F .6Ci=6] -I= 10-31n accord with the
results of Eber and Tsai (10). Bf cki ow be calculated from (33) for the
different polarizations.

For parallel polarization and 0 40

•f(rt) -- Flyv cicos(wjt-wjr+6 o) Sin6 o (57)
2,r

whereas for 0' = o

"(f~r,t) . o (S8)

showing that along the axis of propagation the magnetic field vanishes.

For perpendicular polarization, and EYJ'o

Bf(rt) ="--AF• F1 (C2 - ) Cos (Wlt-wlr" 6o) Sin6 o (59)

and for 0: o

Bf(r,t) u d (60)

showing that (58) is also true for perpendicular polarization.

The time averaged power dP radiated into the solid angle do by the
scattered field can be evaluated. We give the expression for the radial
component of the time averaged Poynting vector and multiply by r 2 do to get
the average energy per unit time radiated into M. For parallel polarization,

T
dP - _.( xlf)dt r 2 da-1

222 2 62+ 2 2
aA F1  d Q- 1 tSin6,&Cos, 6q+2- S (3+1+ln 0 2- _n___os

I 2-11wL 6o 60+3 21602 6o F-4-•r t 6I~nos

121f 3 o 0 0 0 crit 6

(61)

The average incident power in beams 1 and 2 - Fi 2 A and hence the ratio of

the emission power to the incident energy flux can be estimated. h6 F
2 2 (0L. 2

RII22P" scattered 000O1A 2 Sin286 0+2 +Si 2 2 )
P. inc 6or2 C2 26 2

0

+ Sinn~ina Me(62)



The expression in the square brackets after integration is just a constant
since wL is fixed and can be expressed in terms of the sine and cosine
integrals.

Thus
2 22 wLL

"R" Ar 3  Sint dt+ (3+In 40 12 ) Sint dt+3+ Ci(2wL)

crit

- Ci(o)+ 2Ci(oL) -2Ci(.CL)] (63)

X
where Si (x) = -' + Sint dt is the sine integral and Ci(x) * C÷ln x+

0Cos 1-1 is the cosine integral and C is the Euler's constant

= 0.577.

0 -8 2For A. 3000 A , L . 3A, r . 1m and AlO_ cm ( the source dealt with is
not an ideal source for which A mt 2 mw xl0 9 cm2 )

R" -10- (64)

For perpendicular polarization,
3 2

dP . a 2 Fj 2-wiAL do jin6 ( 5 +6 6,- 2 + ln2Fl 2/Fp2rt)+Sin6o(1-Cos26 0 )
i6jr 3 0 08ti

(+ F/cr~it (65)

The quantity in the square brackets when integrated overe'or equivalently

over50 gives, (6
2 { C (S-1n 2Fj/Fc2)- 3L+2 i(L)-Si(o(66)

Where C and Si (X) have been previously defined. Again the ratio of the
scattered to the incident power can be estimated and for the same parameters
as in the parallel polarization case,

I 1 5( 7
R P-scat lOs (67)

1

P inc

,7 7- -- ai
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CONCLUSIONS

The scattering of light waves in the optical range in the ultra strong
limit of the Euler Heisenberg Lagrangian has been investigated together with
the differences from the weak field problem. The radiated fields were
derived and shown to be phase shifted for both electric and magnetic fields.
The consideration of the Euler-Heisenberg Lagrangian in its complete form
without any approximation might lead to the generation of higher harmonics
and is an interesting problem requiring further work.

The emission power is estimated for both polarization cases and
compared with the incident flux. The ratios are certainly non negligible
and far greater than that for the weak ±ield case. The direct creation of
e - e+ pairs in intense magnetic fields is also of great astrophysical
significance (11). It is interesting to note that the phenomenon of the
charged vacuum in strong electrostatic fields has been recently well under-
stood (12). A typical and important feature of the quantized theory is
vacuum polarization. The contribution of vacuum polarization has an analogy
to the inducing Coulomb potential V(r). Thus the physics of very strong
electrostatic fields permits the study of phenomena not encountered in
ordinary atomic physics. The incorporation of the electromagnetic non
linearities of matter into Maxwell's equations has therefore shown promise
in the solution of a number of boundary value problems which are important
for the understanding of optic-4 systems as well as instrumentation. In
the case flux densities of :10 W/cm2are reached as predicted by the Russians
in 1982 (13) it would be possible to verify some of the predicted results
of this work.
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